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Up Front Pricing. No Hidden Charges. DVD Slide Show

and Photoshop Enhancement Included in Our Prices

˜ Fill in our order form on our website, print it out, sign it
and send it with your order.

˜ All normal sized 2”x2” 35mm, “126”, “828”, “110” and
“Half Frame” Slides & up to 4x6” paper photos are 39
cents each for scanning. Subject to change. These should
all be stacked separately if correct cropping is important to
you.

˜ “127” slides and 110  slides in 1 1/8”X 1 1/8” holders
are $2 each and each format must be separated from
other slides.

˜ 4” x 6” Prints made from our scans are extra. See our
slides to prints order form on the website. 

˜ $20 minimum charge for scanning, plus shipping
˜ $35 minimum charge for slides to prints, plus shipping
˜ Duplicate disks are $10 each disk
˜ Return shipping to you is at cost plus a small “han-
dling” fee.  We will bill you for shipping. It should be basi-
cally the same for return as to ship to us, plus our han-
dling. It is based on weight. If you need us to send
carousels back to you, that is not included on our return
shipping estimate. It is also based on weight

˜ Orders require 1/2 of estimated total Deposit.
˜ You NEED to fill out our order form, online and then
we will get a copy and you will also get a copy in your
email.

See our website for current info and pricing.

A35ss.com

Current Prices
(Subject To Change)

If your slides are in plastic notebooks
holders or in non-Kodak compatible
carousels, you will have to take them out and put them in stacks
to organize them. Bell & Howell Cubes are okay but you still have
to orient the slides correctly in the cubes. 

Place your slides into your different stacks, in order. The next step
would be to figure out what side of the slide will be “up” in the
stack. Our general rule would be that the “Logo” side of the slide
should face UP in your stack of slides.
This has nothing to do with the way
you view the slides or how the images
will view on your computer or TV; it is
for our scanning purposes. The bottom slide in each stack will be
the last in the folder or “chapter.” The top slide will be the first

slide in the folder. So, you would start your stack with the last
slide being down on the table and then you would build your stack
from there.
The top slide and all the slides under it will have the logo facing

UP. If you were to pick up one of these slides and you saw a sign
in the picture, the text would read                      .  This would be
correct. Don’t worry. After scanning, we get everything facing cor-
rectly. You need to also turn your “portrait” slides so that they are
oriented the same as the “landscape” slides. Once again, we will
fix this.

BACKWARDS

Organization

Correct

Slide Rotation

Be Reasonable With The Size Of Your Stacks

This is a good set
of stacks for 100

slides.

Our business is
scanning slides
and enhancing
images. 

Small stacks slow us down so that we are
basically doing file management and not
getting paid for it. It takes us away from
scanning and
Photoshop work.

These stacks also
total 100 slides.

Most of these
stacks have less

than 5 slides. 

Preparing Your Slides For Scanning

If order is important, put the numbers on
the LOGO side of the slide. Incorrect

Slide Rotation

We NEED You to Number

Your Stacks of Slides
Please do NOT label your slide stacks with names or
places or dates. We NEED you to number your stacks of
slides. If you do not number your stacks, we will have to
do it for you and, if it takes us extra time, we will have to
charge you extra for that.

In some cases, your stacks might get too big. In that
case, divide the slides up into more than one stack, like
the slides for folder #2, above. We will know that you
want the slides in stack 2A and 2B and even more, to go
into folder #2 on your disk. 
Directly Under that top stack label, should be the very
first slide in that folder. Make sure you have all the slides
facting correctly with the logo UP. The last slide in each
stack will be the last image in the folder on your disk. If
you use rubberbands, use at least two of them.

Yes

No
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Bell and Howell  Slide Cubes

The Top Slide in the Cube
is 1st Slide in the pile and

the slide show order.

This side towards screen and
towards the top of the cube..

Cleaning Your Slides
We see slides, every day, that
would be greatly improved with a
simple light brushing with a very
soft cloth. 

You have to be careful that there is
nothing abrasive on the film or you
will scratch it. Just imagine if there
were sand on the film and it wouldn't matter how soft
your cloth was. It is good for brushing off loose dirt but
don't scrub with it. 

These Are Containers That Are Difficult For Us to Work With
You can take them out or we can

take them out for you, subject to

our current pricing. We stack
them and rubber band them. We do
not put them back in containers.

These Containers Are Good

Notebook Plastic Sleeve

Kodak Compatible Carousel

Magazines

Slide Cubes

Metal or Plastic
Storage Box

No slides in slots.

Wide Storage Box
Slides close packed

Narrow Storage Boxes

Waxed Paper
Sized Boxes

Sawyer Type Carousels

Sawyer Type Carousels

You can identify a Sawyer type
carousel by the open area in the
middle & they hold 100 slides.
Sawyer Carousel have the slides
stuck in place. Tip the tray over and
they will not fall out. In fact, they
are hard to get out. They need to be
stacked. If we have to take the slides
out and stack them for you, there is
a small charge for each slide.

They are made for the type of pro-
jector that turns the tray on its side,
like a “ferris wheel” as opposed to a
Kodak carousel that is like a
“carousel” or merry-go-round.

These Are Extra Work For Us

Kodak Carousel Slide Orientation
If you have the slides in Kodak Carousels, you can save
yourself a lot of time and trouble by just shipping us the
whole carousel. Yes, you will pay a little more for shipping
costs, but you will save yourself the time and trouble of tak-
ing the slides out and putting them into 2" stacks, labeling
them, and rubber banding the stacks. How much is your

time worth? Plus, you don’t have to worry about rubber-
bands breaking.

Look at the tops of your slides. The
fronts should be facing "counter
clockwise" when viewed from the top
of the carousel. You can tell the front
of the slide because it usually has
the company logo or name of the film
on it.

The backs of the slides look like this
when viewed from the top. The backs
will be identified as different from the
fronts because they will be fairly blank
and having maybe some faint numbers
on them and possibly dates actually
stamped into the slide holder. Some
slides will even have "View From This Side" stamped on
them. This is the back side.

Wrong.

Rotate this
slide in the
carousel.

Right.

All slides should
be placed in the
carousel like this.

PÜ

Rubber Banded Stacks


